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Charles Ernest Grassley (born September 17, 1933) is an American politician serving as the senior United
States Senator from Iowa, first elected in 1980.
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Charles Wepner (born February 26, 1939) is an American former professional boxer who fought as a
heavyweight. As a world ranked contender he fell just seconds short of a full fifteen rounds with world
heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali in a 1975 title fight.
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The Official Website of LSU's Athletics Department located in Baton Rouge, La., and founded in 1893.
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The purpose of the WRAC is to provide water resources advice concerning policy decisions, and to provide
water-related recommendations regarding specific programs and methods of financing.
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A Note for Former HighBeam Users. After many years of successfully serving the needs of our customers,
HighBeam Research has been retired. Because HighBeam Research has closed down we have taken you to
our sister website Questia, an award-winning Cengage Learning product.
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As most would be aware, to run a web search is a lengthy, involved, and often frustrating process for many
people - the ability to shortcircuit that process in a complementary way and get to basic serious information
is, we think, worth the effort on our part of setting upsjap, a "useful" URL
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